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Feisty ferret cage vs ferret nation

I have a ferret nation for my pair of chins, but I was thinking of getting my unique chin a feisty ferret as I know it smaller... I was wondering if anyone had pictures of their feisty ferret cage and possibly even one next to a nation ferrets so they could see the comparison? Also, how are you enjoying your experience with ferret feisty? Pros?cons? Thank you and highly appreciated!!! I had a ferocious ferret cage
years ago when I had rats. She's got hardware on her because one of my rats at the time was an escape artist. I hated the cage and I only had it for a few months. Only the door on the right side of the top and bottom would open, making cleaning difficult. I've never had a nation ferrets, but I had a Critter Nation for my rats later. I loved it. Only problem with the rats though was that they ate the corners off
their pans if they have both. I have 4 fn towers and 1 feisty ferret that my foster is in. i would MUCH instead of having an FN. much more flexibility and much easier to clean. If you want PM me your cell phone number, I can take a photo today of them side by side and text it to you. I'll be home after 4 est. I have a cage from Feisty Ferret (FF). I wanted the FN, but my Chin room was too small. The FF fit
perfectly into the corner of the room and I only have 1 chin, so it more or less made the decision for me. With the FF, the center wire shelf can be left on or removed, making a good size space, especially for 1 chin. The FN is obviously a better cage for the reasons already published. However, if you have space problems, the Feisty Ferret is not a bad cage. I have no problem with individual doors, but again
I only have 1 chin, and I am using a fleece lining making it easy to change. One thing to be careful with the FF cage, however, the weld stains are not too thick. I read that some people had problems with breakage using heavy wheels like the Chin Spin. While mine has been fine, I can definitely see how it can happen. Re-enforced my Chin Spin with aluminum bars to take the weight of the cage bars. If you
have the space, I'd get the FN. I've got it set up as the photos Lee has, and I only have one chin on both. Both have pros and cons, but either will work very well for chinchillas. Midwest Dual Critter Nation Midwest Dual Ferret Nation I often see poles asking what is a better rat cage: the Middle West Critter Nation or the Middle Ferret Nation.In most circumstances, my answer to this question would be the
Critter Nation. There are only three differences between the cages: 1. Bar spacingThe critter Nation bar spacing is 1/2 versus Ferret Nation bar spacing of 1. This that the Critter Nation is safe for young rats and female and male rats. The wider space of the Ferret Nation bar can allow young rats to escape, along with many female rats and some smaller male rats. Therefore, the Critter Nation will be safe for
all your present and future rat needs. If you only have big male rats, the Ferret Ferret nation meet your needs today, but in the future, when you get new rats, it may no longer be appropriate. Of course, you can always modify the Ferret nation with some hardware fabric, but this can be a pain and a look. Still, if you're finding a cheap one for second-hand sales, it may be worth buying and modifying it as
needed. One advantage of the wider bar space is that it is easy to caress your rats between bars without opening the door to the cage. The 1/2 spacing of the Critter Nation bar is too narrow to comfortably slide a finger into the cage. 2. Bar direction Critter Nation bars are horizontal. This is an ideal configuration for rats, as it facilitates the climbing of the cage walls. Ferret Nation bars are vertical and
therefore a little harder to climb. 3. Price The Ferret Nation is often cheaper than the Critter Nation. However, especially when it's for sale, I've been noticing more and more that the price difference between the two is shrinking. For example, today, Ferret.com has the Ferret Nation on sale for $195.49 and the Critter Nation on sale for $203.99. That's less than a $10 difference. Of course, the prices of these
cages melt a lot from one moment to the next. If there is a big price difference between the two, instead of going with Ferret Nation's cheapest cage, I recommend waiting and monitoring prices. There is a good chance that the price of Critter Nation will drop to something closer to the Ferret Nation over time. Even if it doesn't, the Critter Nation is worth the price difference just for the fact that it will meet all
your needs today and in the future. There is actually another potential difference between the two - but only if the purchase is used. Ferret Nation's oldest cage used to have a flat shelf/level instead of the pan they come with today. Some people love the old style, while others like the lip in the new style to keep raisins and debris inside the cage. Coatings designed for the new style may not work on old style
levels and shelves. All Critter Nation cages have always been made in the new style. Despite my affection for the Critter Nation, the Ferret Nation remains a very good cage. If you have the option to get one or the other, I recommend the Critter Nation. However, if you have the opportunity to get a good deal in the Ferret nation and are aware of its limitations, it is still a very nice cage and your rats will love it
as long as you make sure they can't escape it. Ferret Fiesty There is another cage that many often mistake for the Ferret nation. It's the Preview Hendryx Feisty Ferret, photographed on the left. The Feisty Ferret is similar to the Ferret Nation in that it has two main levels and two shelves. It also has a vertical bar space that is 7/8 (slightly smaller than the Ferret Nation, but significantly wider than the Critter
Nation). Ferret Feisty seems to have completely open doors, such as the Ferret Nation and Critter Nation. However, in just open the right door. The left side is not a door and is permanently closed. This means that cleaning will be a little more difficult. Ferret Feisty is also slightly smaller than the Ferret nation. Their shelves are not filled with 1/2 cage wide shelves, like the Ferret Nation, but instead are
thinner and have a cut hole. This means that you won't have as much space for the accessor. The shelf ramps are solid plastic instead of a metal ramp with bar peldones, which I think are easier for rat feet to grab. Finally, the average level is not solid, but wire, and will have to be covered for safety reasons. The bottom tray actually slides out (not my favorite rat setup, but nice for bird cages), which means
there's another metal grille above the bottom tray that will have to be covered for safety. Finally, the construction of the Feisty Ferret appears to be weaker than Ferret Nation's durable cage. Of course, the Feisty Ferret is much cheaper than the Ferret Nation, but I always recommend saving for the cage you really want, rather than saving a few dollars and then being frustrated by the limitations later. When
buying used, make sure you know the difference between the Feisty Ferret and the Ferret Nation. I've heard of people passing Feisty Ferrets for Ferret Nations on Craigslist (either intentionally or out of ignorance), and the Feisty Ferret simply isn't worth as much as the Ferret Nation - so make sure you know what you're getting when you buy used. · Start of discussion • #1 • Jul 11, 2017 Hello! So I'm sure
some of you have seen me around here. I am new to the rat owner and want to take in new information as much as I can. Currently, my two rats live in the You &amp; Me Rat mansion. I know they may be in the cage for the rest of their lives, but I'd like something bigger eventually. I was on Amazon and I was looking for good cages to buy. Feisty Ferret's cage emerged as one of them. I saw that people
used them for their rats, too. Does anyone own or own this cage? Is it a good cage? Now, let's stop by the Critter Nation. I know this is the cage that a lot of people have. It's a little expensive for me. Both cages look good, but is the Critter Nation the best of them? The only problem you might have with the feisty ferret cage is that the bar spacing is too wide for smaller rats. I love Critter Nations personally.
Martins cages are also wonderful cages highly appreciated. People usually like one or the other- Critter Nations or Martins. I recommend the 680 or 695. But you have to make sure you get them coated with dust! Home Debate • #3 • July 11, 2017 Wow, Martins cages are very nice. I had heard of them. Besides, what's powder-coated? For the Critter Nation story, is it okay for two rats? How much more can I
fit in? I have four girls in my only CN atm. However, I wouldn't go above 5, and even that's a bit of an exaggeration. Most cage calculators say an SCN SCN house up to 6 rats, but I'd stay at 4-5 at most. Both my youngest daughters and older girls love the cage, and it's very easy to decorate and clean. I really love my CN, it's my favorite cage so far! Powder coating simply means that the metal bars of the
cage have been coated with a certain finish that protects the bars. If your cage bars are not coated with dust, your cage will stink crazy, as the bars will absorb the smell. CNs have coated bars, which is definitely necessary to maintain rats. · Feisty Ferret's cage is cheaper than a Critter Nation because it's actually much less cage. When you look at the images online, it looks like it would be the same size as
the Critter Nation, but it's actually a little smaller. It's actually closer in size to the unique Critter Nation unit (which is cheaper). I think the size of the Feisty Ferret is great for some rats, but there are a lot of other things I don't like. Coffeebean already mentioned that juvenile rats and smaller females will be able to squeeze through the bars of the cage, but the fact that the bars are vertical is also not great. It's
harder for rats to climb this cage. In addition, it has a metal grated floor with a removable frying pan (not ideal). The full front of the Feisty Ferret does not open, there are only doors on one side. Like Shadow &lt;3 said, the unique Critter Nation unit is a big pile for some rats. It's an amazing cage. It's a little low, so you have to bend down or kneel every time you open the doors. With a dual unit, accessing
your rats from the top unit is a little easier. I've never had a Martin cage, but I made one of my own design-based and I love it. I really like it a lot more than my Critter Nation. I highly recommend a Martin's or a Critter Nation. Nation.
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